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Matter 4 – New AX Allocations
Introduction
1.

This Hearing Statement is prepared on behalf of Persimmon Homes South East, who
have an interest in Pond Farm, Iwade, which is part of the site identified as ‘Iwade
Expansion’ (Policy New AX5) in the Swale Local Plan Proposed Main Modifications
(MM 158 – 159). This site has been allocated by the Council in the context of the
Inspector’s interim findings on the submitted Local Plan and the need for the Council
to meet a new higher housing target of 776 dwellings per annum.

2.

When distributing those new homes, the Inspector expected that some further
provision should be made for the rural area. As a result, the Council looked to the six
Rural Local Service Centre’s (RLSC’s) identified in its settlement strategy as
represented by draft Policy ST3. It concluded that Iwade should be considered for
greater focus because of its key relationships with the strategic road network;
Sittingbourne; and local employment opportunities at Ridham, Kemsley and
Neatscourt. It also recognised that large areas of land were available to provide
potentially significant environmental and green infrastructure benefits for the village
and for the Swale Thames Gateway as a whole.

3.

A number of options to expand the village were considered by the Council, however it
concluded that that sites within an eastern arc running north of the village, clockwise
through to the south, represented the most suitable. These sites comprise SHLAA
sites SW/116, SW/117, SW/123 and SW/183, the latter being “Land south east of
Iwade village” (Pond Farm) in which Persimmon has an interest. These sites were
deemed to have lesser scales of impact than other options and offer considerable
opportunities for green infrastructure provision, especially when considered together.

4.

Main Modifications 158 and 159 (including Policy New AX5) therefore propose the
allocation of the expansion area to the east of Iwade (as shown on the Main
Modification 326 to the Proposals Map) for a minimum of 572 dwellings, together with
a new country park, landscape and ecological enhancements and community
facilities.

5.

Policy New AX5 details the policy requirements for the allocation, including the need
for the promoters involved to co-ordinate the preparation of a
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masterplan/development brief. These policy requirements are considered further in
response to the Inspector’s questions below.
Question 4.1 - Is the new allocation justified by robust evidence, including
landscape character assessment, sustainability appraisal and consideration of
countryside gaps?
6.

Growth to the east of Iwade has been considered in the Council’s Urban Extensions
Landscape Capacity Report (CD/060c page 69) which concludes that in landscape
terms “there is potential to expand the residential and small scale commercial
extent of Iwade towards the A249 in a manner which creates a softer urban
edge and a stronger identity to Iwade, as well as providing visual benefit in
terms of screening traffic on the A249 and the industrial buildings to the east.
This could potentially be achieved by creating an overall landscape strategy for
the development to sit within”.

7.

This has been recognised by Main Modifications 158 and 159 which promote a
landscape based approach to the masterplan, including the provision of a major and
strategic new open space in the form of a Country Park in excess of 43ha. This will
link to proposed strategic open space that is proposed as part of the strategic
allocation at North West Sittingbourne (Policy MU1), where Persimmon is the lead
promoter. This approach will serve to provide a secure and permanent green buffer
between the settlements of Iwade and Sittingbourne. The landscape character of the
area and maintenance of a countryside gap have therefore both been robustly
considered as part of introducing this new allocation at Iwade.

8.

The allocation has also been subject to Sustainability Appraisal with the Council’s
consultants concluding in the June 2016 Addendum (SBC/PS/105b page 88) that it
“would involve an extension in the most logical direction from a perspective of
wishing to integrate with the existing village and minimise traffic impacts; and
there is an opportunity to deliver strategic green infrastructure. There is the
potential to ensure a legible settlement pattern / clear sense of place, with wide
ranging benefits…”

9.

Mitigation measures to address the impacts arising from the northern part of the
proposed allocation identified in the SA are included in Policy New AX5 and are
considered further below. It is evident, however, from the SA that the allocation
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represents the most sustainable approach for the expansion of Iwade, and the
impacts identified can be satisfactorily mitigated.
Question 4.2 - Is the proposed allocation deliverable within the Plan period?
10.

The Council’s SHLAA Addendum (June 2016; SBC/PS/110a) confirms that there are
no legal issues or tenancy agreements affecting the site and there is a clear intention
amongst the landowners to support the development of their land. It is therefore
available now. The SHLAA also confirms that the site is located in a popular
residential area, noted as having relatively high average prices and reasonable levels
of demand, adding incentive for housing to be brought forward as soon as possible
within the Plan period.

11.

With respect to Pond Farm, Persimmon are satisfied that development is deliverable
within the first 5 years of the Plan period, as envisaged by the Council’s Statement of
Housing Land Supply 2015/16 (November 2016; SBC/PS/113 page115) which shows
delivery over the period 2019 – 2021. The site is largely constraint fee and
straightforward to open up and develop.

12.

Pre-application discussions with the Council have commenced, and agreement
reached that the application can be prepared concurrently with the preparation of a
non-adopted masterplan covering the allocation as whole. This is expected to take
place over the first half of 2017, with the application submitted in Q3.
Question 4.3 - Is the new allocation supported by robust infrastructure
planning? Have all the infrastructure implications been identified and
addressed in appropriate detail?

13.

The allocation is located on the eastern edge of Iwade and within walking distance of
the services that the village has to offer, including a convenience store, primary
school, and GP Surgery. The allocation is also well placed in terms of its proximity to
services and facilities in Sittingbourne, and opportunities exist for improving
sustainable transport links between the two settlements.

14.

The infrastructure needs of the Local Plan have been identified by the Council and
service providers and included within Chapter 8 of the plan and the separately
published Implementation and Delivery Plan (SBC/PS/103). In the case of this
allocation, Main Modifications 158 and 159 require the infrastructure needs arising
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from the development to be provided for through developer contributions to health,
primary education and library provision. New community facilities are also envisaged
within the allocation where identified as appropriate through the masterplanning
exercise.
15.

Persimmon expect to make developer contributions to those services identified in the
Infrastructure Delivery Schedule and proportionately to the funding of the Interim
Improvement Scheme for the Grovehurst Junction, which is discussed further below.
Question 4.4 - Is the new allocation supported by clear and deliverable
measures to address transport implications of the proposed development?

16.

Main Modification 158 recognises that the ability of the transport network to
accommodate further growth is a strategic issue to be addressed before Iwade can
expand. The capacity of the Grovehurst Junction with the A249 is the main
constraint, although one which Persimmon is fully aware of in view of its implications
for both its land interest at Iwade, but also the delivery of the North West
Sittingbourne allocation, where it is the lead promoter.

17.

Highway consultants working on behalf of Persimmon and the other promotor’s at
North West Sittingbourne have been working closely with the Borough Council, Kent
County Council and Highways England to agree the mitigation measures required to
address capacity issues at the Grovehurst Junction. These promotor’s include GH
Dean who is also a landowner promoting land to the East of Iwade.

18.

An interim improvement scheme to the Grovehurst Junction is currently being
discussed which will offer significant capacity improvement to accommodate the
predicted traffic from the developments proposed in the Local Plan. This interim
improvement scheme is deliverable within the highway boundary and land controlled
by the promoters. Further detail, including an update on progress with these
discussions, will be provided in our Matter 5 Hearing Statement in relation to North
West Sittingbourne which due by 19th January 2017.

19.

It is also worth noting that there are no in-principle objections to the Iwade allocation
or the overall quanta of development proposed from either Highways England or from
Kent Highways.
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Question 4.5 – Have the heritage, wildlife and biodiversity aspects of the site
been taken into consideration?
20.

The allocation has no policy constraints (Ancient Woodland, AONB or designated
wildlife sites). The north-eastern parts of the allocation do, however, lie within 300m
of the Swale and Medway Special Protection Area, Ramsar and SSSIs, which
triggers the need for a Habitats Regulation Assessment to demonstrate that the
development is not likely to have a significant effect on the SPA. This has been
highlighted by Policy New AX5 which seeks the delivery of a major and strategic new
open space, in the form of a Country Park so as to provide mitigation through SANGs
to reduce recreational disturbance on the SPA.

21.

Persimmon are fully supportive of this approach and will work with the other site
promoters to ensure delivery through the production of a landscape led masterplan
that provides a significant recreational resource for the village, whilst also enhancing
and managing habitats found within the allocation. We agree with the Council’s
conclusion in 6.5.104 of Main Modification 158 that it should be possible to achieve a
net gain in biodiversity. We also understand that no objections from conservation
bodies to the proposed allocation have been received.

22.

With respect to heritage, Main Modifications 158 and 159 recognise that a heritage
assessment will be required with the application to consider matters such as the
setting of the Grade I listed Parish Church and any potential for archaeology. These
constraints are not considered to be insurmountable, and it is again noted that no
objections from the Council’s heritage officers or Historic England to the proposed
allocation have been received.
Conclusion

23.

In conclusion, we strongly support the Council’s decision to allocate the site.
Proposed Policy New AX5 that seeks to allocate land at Iwade is sound because it is:


Positively prepared – the Council is seeking to meet housing need in an
accessible and sustainable location, that minimises impacts and maximises
the opportunities for landscape and ecological enhancements through the
provision of an extensive Country Park;
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Justified – as detailed above, the Council’s decision to allocate the site is
based on the most appropriate strategy for meeting housing need in the rural
area;



Effective – the allocation it is deliverable over the plan period, and the part in
which Persimmon has an interest can contribute to the Council’s 5 year
supply;



Consistent with National Policy – the allocation can enable the delivery of
sustainable development in an accessible location and with less
environmental harm that other alternatives.

24.

Persimmon and their advisors are attending the Examination and can provide further
information to assist the Inspector at the Examination.

10 January 2017
JB/1041/JPD
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